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6. FINAL PROTOTYPES

3. SCALE MOCK-UPS
PRoof-Of-Concept Prototypes
Yay Legos! We tested our concept
by building the movement on a
larger scale and seeing how people
interacted with the design.
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5. REFINING THE DESIGN

http://www.pushhere.com/so
nnys

4. WORKING PROTOTYPES
Scale mock-ups
Here are a few of the many versions of the
Bradley we mocked up to learn what would be
easiest to read by touch.

Any suggestions on
how to accomplish
this without the page
getting too big to load
are welcome.
Example of video
snippets:
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We sketched a number of
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stage when we thought off
kinds of crazy ways to tell
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the concept for the Bradley
was born.

When users click on
“inspiration” in the nav they
will be immediately directed
to the story about Brad
Snyder.
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OUR STORY

DESIGN

FASHION MEETS FUNCTION
The Bradley was created in collaboration
between engineers, product designers,
and vision impaired users

In designing our tactile timepiece,
we focused on beautiful form and
exceptional function, creating an
innovative design that maintains a
minimalist, modern aesthetic. Rather
than creating yet another wristwatch
that requires the user to look at the
face, we have come up with a creative
alternative, a wrist accessory you can
touch to determine the time.
That is why we do not call The Bradley a
“watch.” We call it a timepiece because
you can tell time without actually looking
at—or watching—the face.

NEW ENGINEERING
titanium body

swiss quartz movement

Instead of traditional watch hands, time
is indicated by two ball bearings driven
by magnets beneath the watchface.

minutes

If the bearings are moved when
touched, they spring back to the correct
time with a gentle shake of the wrist.

hours
raised markers

INSPIRED DESIGN
The Bradley is named after former naval
officer, Brad Snyder. Brad lost his sight
from an IED explosion while serving in
Afghanistan. In 2012, Brad won two gold
and one silver medals in swimming at the
London Paralympics.

“I’m not going
to let my
blindness build
a brick wall
around me”
Brad Snyder
Spokesperson for The Bradley
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